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Introduction

Introduction
The Picos de Europa is a range of mountains 20km inland from the northern coast of
Spain, forming a Westerly extension of the Cantabrian Mountains. It consists of
three main areas, the Western, Central and Eastern Massifs. It was the Eastern
Massif (Andara) that drew the attention of Lancaster University Speleological Society
(LUSS) in the early 1970s.
The early years of LUSS exploration were spent pushing Cueva del Nacimiento
(Cueva del Agua)1 located at the foot of the mountain range. Over the years this
was pushed to the 11km and +300m mark, but after several years the cave was
abandoned as all the major routes sumped and no continuation could be found.
LUSS turned their attention to the Andara region higher up the mountain range and
sought caves that would connect into the Nacimiento system and hopefully create a
record-breaking underground traverse. They found several deep caves around this
‘top camp’ area. Sara, Tere, Flowerpot and Sima 56 were all pushed to respectable
depths, but the connection remained elusive.
In 1986 and 1987 SWCC also ventured out to the area with a diving trip into
Nacimiento and pushed an intimidating climb, ’The Teeth of Satan‘, at the back end
of the system, following a strong draught to some unclimbed avens2.
Three expeditions in 1994, 1995 and 1996 by LUSS were concentrated on the Cheese
Cave (Cueva del Quesos and previously called Cueva de Entre Cuetos), that was
pushed through some tortuous squeezes, down 5 pitches to a draughting
constriction.
A middle entrance between Nacimiento and Sima 56 would hopefully prove to be an
easier way to explore both down towards Nacimiento and up towards the deep
systems. For this reason the 2010 trip aimed to concentrate on sites around the
Sierra del a Corta region of Andara.

1

Cueva del Nacimiento is the official Spanish name for the cave known to UK cavers as Cueva del
Agua. All UK publications pre-1996 refer to the cave as Cueva del Agua.
2

“Aqua ’86 and ’87. Two Expeditions to the Picos De Europa Northern Spain”. SWCC Newsletter. (1987)
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Expedition Aims

Expedition Aims
The primary aims of the expedition were as follows:
•
•
•
•

Revisit and continue exploration of Cueva del Entre Cuetos, Sierra del a Corta
area.
Locate and examine current limit of exploration in Torca Septrin, Pico del
Moro area.
Locate and examine current limit of exploration in T207, Pico del Moro area.
Locate and examine current limit of exploration in T69, Sierra del a Corta

Time permitting; the secondary objectives were as follows:
•

Locate and catalogue sites in the Andara region, for future reference and
publication.
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Prior Exploration
The following is a brief outline of the major events in the exploration of the Eastern
Massif area over the past 40 years.
Club
LUSS
LUSS
LUSS
LUSS
LUSS

Year
1970-71
1972
1974
1975
1976

LUSS

1977

LUSS

1978

LUSS

1979

LUSS

1980

LUSS

1981

LUSS
LUSS

1982
1983

LUSS

1984

LUSS

1985

LUSS

1986

SWCC

1986

LUSS
SWCC
LSD

1987
1987
1987
19881993
1993

OJE
LUSS
OJE
OJE
LUSS
SWCC
LUSS
AD
KAMI
AD
KAMI
AD
KAMI

Main Events
Recce to Cueva del Piscarciano and Hoz de Arreba
Los Corrales de Buelna
Cares Corge – first hear about Tresviso
Tresviso, exploration of Cueva del Agua (Nacimiento)
Cueva del Agua exploration continued, first visit to Andara region, higher up the mountain
Underground camps in Agua,
Top Camp - Sara Tere, RCA6 "3 Second hole" - Sima 56 discovered
Cueva del Agua pushed to ‘Colin’s Climax’
Top Camp - Sara, Boulderosa, Sima 56 entered explored
Cueva del Agua pushed to Grand Circle (11km total)
Boulderosa to -313m
Tere to -487m
Sima 56 to -494m
Sara to -635m
Marniossa to 3.5km
Tere, Flower Pot, Dosser's Delight explored
Sima 56 pushed Death Wish pitch
Tere to -792m
Flowerpot to -720m
Dossers Delight to -294m
Sima 56 camps, pushed to -820m
Sima 56 pushed to -1169m, remains deepest cave in Picos for a few years
Dossers Delight -500m
Cueva del Agua - Road to Certain Death sump dived but not passed
Sima 56 concluded, still at -1169m
Dossers Delight pushed to -831m
Dossers Delight remains at -831m
Road to Certain Death sump dived to -64m in Cueva del Agua
Teeth of Satan +200m ramp found in Cueva del Agua
Belgians find ‘Rio Mancondiu’ in Sara
Sara revisited
Cueva del Agua, ‘Teeth of Satan’ pushed. Cows head Cavern pushed to 1km
French group explore Valdominguero area

1994
1994
1995
1995
1995
1996

LUSS activity dwindles
Spanish clubs push Torca de Branarredonda to -420m (previously called Fallen Bear Hole by LUSS)
Middle Entrance. Cheese Cave to -90m, with constriction (previously called Cave of the Dug Out
entrance)
Torca de Branarredonda to -470m ongoing
Cows head Cavern pushed to 3km long
Cheese cave - constriction pushed to further constriction -100m
Sara exploration
Cheese cave hammering, no progress, still at -100m

2000

Torca Jou Sin Tierre discovered

2005

Torca Jou Sin Tierre pushed to -730m

2005

Torca Jou Sin Tierre pushed to -852m
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Cueva de Entre Cuetos

Cueva de Entre Cuetos
WGS84 UTM 30T – x: 0360869, y: 4788182 z: 1305m
History
The cave was original discovered by LUSS in the 1980’s when it was explored to
around -100m3. The cave was not revisited until the 1990’s and a number of
expeditions made slow progress at the known limit of the cave, extending a low
crawl until a tight draughting rift halted progress.
Location
From the Crossroads head over the obvious small col and skirt around the right hand
side, following a track, and head for the obvious gap between two small cols. Follow
the track downhill, through a leafy area. An obvious depression contains a small pile
of rocks dug from the entrance. The entrance is to the right of track.

Picture: Bob Clay at entrance to Cueva de Entre Cuetos (Phil Walker)
Description
From the entrance go past the old cheese tables and turn left to a junction. Drop
down and left to a tight crawl. The crawl turns right and enters a small chamber. A
hole in floor leads down (feet first) and then to the right. A small crawl leads to the

3

“Cave Explorations around Tresviso, Picos de Europa, Northern Spain 1975-1983”, Mark Sefton, Cave
Science No 11 Vol.4 (1984)
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Cueva de Entre Cuetos

first pitch of 10m. The second pitch follows immediately and is 10m to an awkward
climb down for a further 4m to a chamber.
Climb down over a boulder to find the top of the third ’Sword’ pitch. The pitch is
30m, split with a rebelay approx. 5m down.

Picture: Sword Pitch, Cheese Cave (Bob Clay)

At the base of Sword pitch a 2m climb up on the right hand side leads to the start of
the fourth (6m) and fifth (5m) pitches, which can be rigged as one.
A winding rift passage leads to the 4m pitch into the Waiting Room, a small sandy
chamber. At the bottom of the chamber a series of flat out crawls leads to the limit
of exploration in the 1990’s, a tight rift with a draught.
2010 discoveries
In 2010 the rift was enlarged and a succession of 3 pitches were discovered and
explored (7m, 8m and 10m). The final pitch lands in a roomy chamber where the
character of the cave begins to change, becoming wetter and colder. A drop down
at the end of the chamber leads to an immature stream way which gradually
becomes too tight and the draught becomes less detectible.
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Cueva de Entre Cuetos

Survey: Cueva de Entre Cuetos
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T190 - Torca Septrin
WGS84 UTM - x: 0360100 y: 4786650 z: 1650m
History
The cave was original discovered by LUSS in 1981 when it was explored to -112m,
where exploration was halted at a tight rift above a small stream4.
Location
Follow a sheep track North West from the boggy area in the bottom of the
depression below Pico del Moro. After walking 300m and climbing 100m the
entrance is seen.
The entrance is a large surface feature 4m by 4m with a small cliff at one side.

Picture: Dave Checkley at Septrin Entrance (Phil Walker)

4

“Cave Explorations around Tresviso, Picos de Europa, Northern Spain 1975-1983”, Mark Sefton, Cave
Science No 11 Vol.4 (1984)
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T190 - Torca Septrin

Description
Depending on the level of the snow plug, a hand line or a 10m abseil is required to
descend the snow slope at the entrance.
At the bottom, to the right is a small blind chamber, to the left duck under a small
'doorway' into a chamber. Traverse over a small blind pit to the head of the first
pitch, which is 12m and leads to the head of the next small pitch. At the bottom of
the pitch the pot closed down to the right.
On the left a short vertical squeeze of 1m is encountered. In 2010 it proved to be
incredibly tight, even for the thinnest members of the expedition. The pitch head
was widened, but still remains quite restrictive, especially on the ascent. The pitch
soon opens opens out onto a further short pitch which twists down to a further
pitch of 34m.
Here the pot widens out; landing on a loose boulder floor which must be negotiated
carefully. This quickly leads to a parallel shaft, and the next pitch of 25m. The hang
originally was from the corner of the shaft. In 2010 a more direct route was taken
straight down the shaft, but this necessitates the need for a re-belay close to a
number of large loose flakes. Extreme caution is advised.

Picture: Final pitch in Septrin (Dave Checkley)
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T190 - Torca Septrin

After the rebelay the rope is soon hanging free in the centre of a very large shaft,
with water trickling down from an unseen inlet.
A small trickle runs away at the bottom of the shaft into a rift which rapidly becomes
phreatic, and a pool is reached at stream level. This was the limit of exploration in
1981.
2010 discoveries
In 2010 the final rift was enlarged and access given to a section of sharp rifts above
the water to a tight crawl and squeeze leading down to a 2m climb into a small
chamber. A hole to the right of the chamber is best laddered and leads to approx.
15m of climbs on sharp rock, where a hand line is advisable. At the bottom of the
climbs a further rift leads off, following the water, but narrows and becomes too
tight. The rift appears to widen approx. 2m in and above the stream level. A
draught is still detectable.

Survey: Sketch of Torca Septrin extensions (Phil Walker)
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T190 - Torca Septrin

Survey: Torca Septrin (in 1981)
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Other Caves
T69
WGS84 UTM – x:0362742 y:4789191 z:1248m
Location
From the end of the Sierra del a Corta, going from the Crossroads to Beges take the
obvious turn right up through the Sierra del a Corta. The track continues for approx.
100m past various shake holes. An obvious shaft immediately adjacent to the track
on the right hand side is the T68 / T69 shake hole.
Entrance
In same shake hole as T68. From the main track head down into the shake hole,
keeping the T68 shaft on your left hand side. To the right and in the back wall of the
shake hole is an obvious boulder with a hole behind. A strong draft emanates from
the hole.
Description
T69 was first noted in LUSS 45 as follows: 7m pitch to squeeze and 3m climb into
small chamber. A rift leads off, this draughts strongly but is too tight.
In 2010 the rift was enlarged by digging out the floor, descending for around 3m to a
false floor in the rift. A subsequent crawl for 4m leads to a 6 inch slot, where rocks
rattle a long way down (20m very tight, then 20m opening up).

5

“LUSS 4 Vol 2 No 1”. LUSS. (1987).
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Picture: Entrance to T69 (Duncan Hornby)
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Other Caves

Survey: Sketch of T69 (Mike Broad)
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T509
WGS84 UTM x:0361436 y:4787414 z:1454m
Location
On the Sierra de la Corta, on the E slope of la Gobia, near summit. From the White
House, follow the Beges track until due North of Mancondiu, descend and go along a
ridge to two depressions which are close together in a col. At this point walk N down
the grassy slope towards the large depression on the east side of the Sierra de la
Corta.
Entrance
In southern side of shake hole is a shaft in an obvious rift, approx. 1m wide by 5m
long
Description
There are no obvious markings on around the shaft, so it has been recorded as T509.
The entrance is a shaft 40m split by a ledge. At the base of the pitch the cave
continues on a gentle slope before reaching a 10m pitch down to a rubble floor. The
sloping passage continues until a tight rift is encountered, barring further progress.

Picture: Colin Boothroyd at entrance to T509 (Dave Checkley)
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Other Caves

Survey: Sketch of T509 (Mike Broad)
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Conclusion
In the short amount of time available for the expedition some interesting and
promising leads were revisited and further progress made.
•

The Cheese Cave was extended with 3 new pitches (7m, 8m, and 10m) with
the final pitch dropping through an impressive new chamber. The depth of
the cave is now around -130m.

•

Torca Septrin was also extended for around another -30m depth, down a
series of climbs, and a draft is still evident at the current limit of exploration.
The depth of the cave is now around -140m.

•

T207 was finally re-discovered on the Pico del Moro, but it transpired there
are actually 2 different locations and descriptions for the cave, with one
description suggesting a good lead. This needs clarifying and possibly
revisiting.

•

A number of leads on the Sierra del a Corta were revisited and minor
progress was made. The area is definitely worth concentrated effort looking
for possible ways into the top end of Cueva del Nacimiento.

Picture: T68 shake hole, Sierra del a Corta (Duncan Hornby)
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Appendix A: Expedition Members
The following people undertook the 2010 expedition:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Colin Boothroyd
Mike Broad
Dave Checkley
Bob Clay
Derek Cousins
Duncan Hornby
Howard Jones
Phil Walker

Colin, Dave, Derek, Howard and Phil are former members of Lancaster University
Speleological Society (LUSS). In particular Colin, Dave and Howard were involved in
the original discovery and exploration of many caves in the Andara region, including
Cueva del Nacimiento, Sara and Sima 56.

Appendix B: Permission & Permits
The 2010 expedition was run via the Agrupacion Deportiva KAMI club of Madrid,
using their annual permits, granted from the Asturian Caving Federation, the
National Park and the Cantabrian Government.
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Appendix C: Cave Locations
It was discovered that the original LUSS locations from the 1970’s and 1980’s were
considerable inaccurate when plotted into modern GPS devices. The following are
new locations, for the caves explored in 2010 and others sites when encountered.
Cave

Area

No.48 Torca Grande

Zone

Easting
361376

Northing

Sierra del a Corta 30T

Altitude
?

58

Pico Del Moro

30T

1857m

0359692

4785779

T65

1358m

0362456

4788717

T66

Sierra del a Corta 30T
Sierra del a Corta 30T

1360m

0362459

4788717

T67

Sierra del a Corta 30T

1369m

0362461

4788684

T68 / T69

Sierra del a Corta 30T

1248m

0362776

4789134

T95

Sierra del a Corta 30T

1223m

0362816

4789156

T99 All Down Pot

Sierra del a Corta 30T

1224m

0362797

T118

Pico Del Moro

30T

1751m

0359911

4789149
4786440

T190 Torca Septrin

Pico Del Moro

30T

1696m

0360096

4786447

T207

Pico Del Moro

30T

1828m

0359761

4786421

T340

La Gobia

30T

1506m

0361228

4787368

T509

La Gobia

30T

1454m

0361436

4787414

T561

Sierra del a Corta 30T

1589m

0360496

4786660

T562

Sierra del a Corta 30T

1502m

0360846

4787026

0360869

4788182

Cueva del Entre Cuetos Sierra del a Corta 30T
1305m
(Cheese Cave)
Table: 2010 grid locations, WGS-84 datum.

4787804
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